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Deep-Rooted Trauma: An Analysis of the Relationship between

Americans and the Southern Coast Salish

The sun rises on a cool, misty morning in Washington state. A flock of Surf Scoter

birds scurries away as a team of Swinomish Native Americans trek a beach on low tide.

Like their ancestors millennia ago, they create a clam garden on these sacred waters.

However, unlike those before them, this is part of a fight for physical and cultural

survival. The past two hundred years have been a tumultuous era as Americans and the

Southern Coast Salish people forge a relationship from vastly different ideological bases.

Wars, infiltration, genocide, ecological destruction, and cultural assimilation have birthed

a hectic relationship between these two groups. The historical perceptions and interactions

between the Southern Coast Salish and Americans have left intergenerational scars that

negatively affect both parties today.

Before delving into this discussion, it is vital to highlight the identities of the

Natives and Americans. This foundation clarifies the actions of both groups throughout

time. The Southern Coast Salish held cooperation as the cornerstone of their identity, and

this cooperation extended to both the natural world and their communities. For centuries,

the Squally-absch lived in tandem with their surroundings, appreciating the gifts their

environment produced from indigenous huckleberries to nutritious salmon (Wilkinson

23). They also made communal expeditions up Mount Rainier every fall to feed their tribe
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(Wilkinson 23). This cooperation even extended to the American colonizers as they

arrived. In the early 1800s, foreign occupation grew as the fur trade and missionary work

amplified (Wilkinson 8). Yet, they were not met with significant resistance (Wilkinson 8).

On the other hand, the crux of the American identity was power and control. The

ideologies that drove the colonizers to the continent and the subsequent practice of

Manifest Destiny are well-known. These values were the main drivers for most actions

taken concerning the Southern Coast Salish Natives. Their arrival was initially spurred by

the desire to establish trade routes with Asia (Deloria 23). As the benefit of controlling the

region became more evident, Britain and America agreed on amicable terms for resource

extraction (Deloria 28). While the British would take fur, the Americans eyed the area for

settlement expansion and all it entails (Deloria 28).

In line with all ideological foundations, the colonizers’ ambition for power and

control permeated all aspects of society. Christianity, a religion advocating love, was

used as a weapon to meet these means (Deloria 35). Missionaries were deployed in the

region to act as a façade for the colonizers’ motives (Deloria 35). Instead of embodying

the gospel of Jesus, they render the Natives hopeless to white advance (Deloria 35).

These contradictory ideologies lay the groundwork for a tumultuous relationship

marred with toxic perceptions and ideologies. The Natives’ perception of the new arrivals

initially ranged from neutral to generally positive, spurring extensive trade networks

(Deloria 30). Puget Sound indigenous people welcomed the settlers and the changes they

brought. The foreigners were perceived more as commercial allies. To satisfy British

demand, many began growing vegetables and cultivating shellfish (Deloria 30). In

exchange, they received blankets, horses, and more (Deloria 20). Fashion styles also
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dramatically changed as they adopted the attire of their European counterparts (Deloria

31). Certain groups began specializing in skill sets that proved more beneficial to trade

(Deloria 31). There appeared to be a cordial relationship between these tribes and the

British (Deloria 32). Natives were free to maintain their ancient lands, although others

were also occupying them (Deloria 34). However, this could not last long as the

colonizers’ thirst for power could not be quenched by mere trade.

Continued…
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